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"A Fool in Love" is an American rhythm and blues song by Ike & Tina Turner, released in 1960. Written by
bandleader Ike Turner for a male vocalist, singer Art Lassiter, after Lassiter left Turner's band over financial
arguments, his protege, "Little Ann" Bullock, sung the song from a female perspective under the assumption
it would be a guide vocal.. However, when Turner sent the record to New ...
A Fool in Love - Wikipedia
Etymology. The Spanish word bobo translates to "stupid, daft, naÃ¯ve, simple, fool, idiot, clown, funny man,
one who is easily cheated" and similar pejorative terms. The slang of bobo, bubie, translates to
"dunce".Variations of this word exist in other languages (such as Latin), with their meaning being "to
stammer". Thus, the term "booby trap" gives rise to the idea that an individual with ...
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